
Survivor Series 2022 Preview
It’s time for Survivor Series and for the first time in years,
there is a feeling of interest about the show. Instead of the
completely dead in the water Raw vs. Smackdown Battle For
Brand Supremacy, WWE has thrown their old ideas out the window
and brought in a pair of WarGames matches. That alone should
be enough to carry the show and….well there are only three
more matches so WarGames is kind of carrying things. Let’s get
to it.

AJ Styles vs. Finn Balor
I would have bet on this being the elimination match but
instead we’ll just have Judgment Day and the OC at ringside to
make things more crowded. Then again, I think I can go with
the idea of Balor vs. Styles on a major show and likely
getting a lot of time. That being said, Styles hasn’t won a
singles match on pay per view in something like three years,
so there might not be so much drama.

Judgment Day has dominated the feud so far and it makes sense
for them to do it again here, so I’ll go with Balor. At the
end of the day, the OC hasn’t felt important in the entire
thing, even when Mia Yim returned. Balor winning will continue
his rise and once this feud is over, it wouldn’t shock me to
see him get his hands on some gold. For now though, he’ll win
a good match against one of the best ever.

Smackdown  Women’s  Title:  Ronda  Rousey(c)  vs.
Shotzi
This is a match that feels like a stepping stone in a bigger
story.  Rousey  is  MUCH  better  as  a  heel  than  she  was
as…whatever she was for all those months. Now the question is
who can give her a real run for her money as champion. Shotzi
is the latest person to try and while Shotzi has all kinds of
charisma, that doesn’t exactly mean that she is ready to take
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the title.

In case it isn’t clear, I’ll be taking Rousey, as we build to
what seems like a title match with Shayna Baszler. Shotzi is
certainly someone who has come a long way in a short amount of
time, but she isn’t ready to take down a monster like Rousey.
This is going to be a match that gets more intense than you
might expect, but at the end of the day, Rousey keeps going as
champion and finds her next victim.

US Title: Seth Rollins(c) vs. Bobby Lashley vs.
Austin Theory
This is another match where it feels like there is something
else going on instead of just the main story. While Rollins
has been feuding with the two challengers at the same time,
this has felt a lot more about Theory, at least in the last
few weeks. Theory seems to be in the middle of a rebuild and
now he needs to actually do something to get back onto the
higher level after so much bad.

That being said…..yeah I think I’ll actually go with Theory
winning  the  title.  Rollins  and  Lashley  don’t  need  to  be
champion while Theory has a long rebuild in front of him. This
is a match where Rollins and Lashley can do most of the work
and Theory can come in at the end to steal the title. It’s a
tired  cliché,  but  it  is  something  that  can  work  well,
especially  for  someone  like  Theory.

Women’s WarGames
It’s still weird to see this on a WWE show but dang it feels
cool. This match got turned upside down with the return of
Becky Lynch this week on Smackdown. Lynch being added to the
match is one of the biggest upgrades Team Belair to a much
higher level. The talent is rather strong with both teams, but
there is something about a pair of aces that puts one team
ahead of the other.



Yeah I’ll go with Team Belair, as outside of a betrayal, I
can’t imagine a team with Lynch and Bianca Belair losing to
pretty much anyone. Go with what makes sense here and have
Lynch and Belair get revenge on Damage Ctrl for putting Lynch
on the shelf a few months back. It should be a hard hitting
match, but there is pretty much just one way to go here given
the lineups.

Men’s WarGames
Oh boy did this thing take a turn this week. The Bloodline has
been so dominant for so long and it has seemed like it has all
hinged on what Sami Zayn was going to do. The question becomes
when that actually takes place, and now we might be ready to
see it taking place. Zayn has already lied to Jey Uso about
taking to Kevin Owens, but at some point the trigger actually
has to be pulled.

If the Bloodline is ever going to lose a major match, it very
well might be here so I’ll say that is what we see. Solo Sikoa
getting pinned by Sheamus or Drew McIntyre isn’t going to hurt
him so odds are that is how we go. Sheamus getting the Royal
Rumble title shot would not be out of the question, but this
is a story that could have all kinds of directions and that is
a lot of fun to see.

Overall Thoughts
That is a very skinny card, but much like the Royal Rumble or
most Survivor Series, there is only so much you can do when
two matches are taking up twenty wrestlers. What matters here
is WarGames, and if WWE manages to make the first runs go
well, we should be in for a heck of a night. Bloodline and
Damage Ctrl could be in for some rough matches, but at least
we should have a pretty awesome show.

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to



my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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